
Plumbing Solutions

 Marley Concrete Slab Adapters
     The cost effective solution to broken DWV pipes.

Concrete Slab 
Adapter slots 

easily into broken 
DWV pipe



For further information: 0800 MARLEY (0800 627 539) www.marley.co.nz

The Concrete Slab Adapter is for use when the 

DWV pipe has been broken off at or below slab level, 

and the plumber needs to connect a new pipe into 

the broken pipe end.

Installation
The concrete slab adapter is solvent welded into 

the broken ended pipe. (178.40, 178.50, 178.100S, 

178.150S).

The 178.100P and the 178.150P allow solvent welding 

into a 100 or 150mm pipe socket end respectively.

DISCLAIMER
This brochure has been compiled by Marley New Zealand Limited (“The Company”) to promote better understanding of the technical 
aspects of the Company’s products to assist users in obtaining from them the best possible performance.
The brochure is supplied subject to acknowledgment of the following conditions:
The brochure is protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means in whole or in part with-
out prior consent in writing by the Company.
Product specifications, usage data and advisory information may change from time to time with advances in research and field 
experience. The Company reserves the right to make such changes at any time without notice.
Correct usage of the Company’s products involve engineering judgements which cannot be properly made without full knowledge 
of all the conditions pertaining to each specific installation. The Company expressly disclaims all and any liability to any person 
whether supplied with this publication or not in respect of anything and of the consequences of anything done or omitted to be 
done by any such person in reliance whether whole or partial upon the whole or any part of the contents of this publication.
No offer to trade, nor nay conditions of trading, are expressed or implied by the issue or content of this brochure.
Nothing herein shall override the Company’s Conditions of Sale, which may be obtained from the Registered Office or any Sales 
Office of the Company.
This brochure is and shall remain the property of the Company, and shall be surrendered on demand to the Company.
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 Marley Concrete Slab Adapters
     The cost effective solution to broken DWV pipes.

 178.40 40mm Concrete Slab Adapter

 178.50 50mm Concrete Slab Adapter

 178.100S 100mm Concrete Slab Adapter

 178.100P 100mm Concrete Slab Adapter - one end fits inside pipes, other end fits inside pipe socket

 178.150S 150mm Concrete Slab Adapter

 178.150P 150mm Concrete Slab Adapter - one end fits inside pipes, other end fits inside pipe socket

Ordering Information

 Product code Description

The problem - Broken DWV pipe

The answer - New Marley Slab Adapter 


